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State Owned Companies

Frequently Asked Questions
State Owned Companies
1. How should SOCs handle conflicts between the PFMA, Companies Act and King III?
The Companies Act, the PFMA and King III share many of the principles of good governance applicable to SOCs.
Alignment is possible and should in fact be strived for in the spirit of the overarching governance principles of
accountability, fairness, transparency and responsibility.
When attempting to resolve areas of conflicts, it is to be noted that the PFMA prevails. We submit, however, that this
is only where there are irreconcilable differences. If it is for instance a case that the Companies Act has the “more
onerous requirement”, then compliance with the Companies Act is necessary.
Reconciling the law (which must be adhered to) with governance recommendations (to be applied voluntarily)
sometimes poses a challenge when there are indeed clear contradictions that cannot be reconciled. We submit that it
will in these instances not be sufficient for the boards of SOCs to wash their hands off these matters as it is the focal
point of governance and bears ultimately responsibility. What is required firstly, is that SOC boards play an active role
in advocating changes to bring about amendments to enabling legislation that are in line with sound governance
principles.
Secondly, until such changes are effected, SOC boards should attempt to work within legislative constraints to bring
about a sound governance outcome, whilst aspiring to the higher benchmark. For instance, if enabling legislation
requires the executive authority to appoint the CEO as opposed to the appointment being made by the board (as
required by King III), the board should actively engage the executive authority on this issue in order to bring its input to
bear on the executive authority’s decision as to who to appoint. The board should understand that the risk that King III
is managing in recommending that the board appoints the CEO, is that there may be confusion around accountability
and reporting lines if the executive authority makes this appointment. In recognition of this risk, the board could make
it very clear in the employment agreement with the CEO that he or she is accountable and must report to the board.
By being proactive in this way, an SOC board may then achieve the result that was envisaged by King III despite the
fact that it needs to work within the constraints of legislation.
For further guidance, refer to the Public Sector Working Group Position Paper 1 – State-owned companies:
Companies Act, PFMA and King III in perspective which can be found on the IoDSA website on this link
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.iodsa.co.za/resource/collection/879CAE6C-7B90-49F5-A98328AECBCE196F/PSWG_Position_Paper_1_State-owned_companies.pdf

